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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
lidia ines has contributed to the dictionary with 1055 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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huinca
White man. Huinca. The Mapuches. And the Araucanians refer to whites, calling them Huincas eg. The Huincas. They
are not welcome to my Ruca!

huir
Tightening jowls. Exclamation point when there is rapid, and afflicted, leaving a place where there is danger to the
physical integrity of the individual.   (Getting the body to the 41 hits; or do feet so I want them?Also. Run to get lost.

humano
A be able to mark the difference between beast and rational human.

humildad
RESPECT. Respect. It is the greatest virtue of a being. Respect our brothers. Regardless of their colour or social status.
A beggar may have been a great productive and polite gentleman. A millionaire could be a be a tramp vengeful and
mediocre. But a stroke of luck becomes it powerful. And enjoys humiliating who is not in its current position. But he
never ceased to be a mediocre. Although dress of wool. Silks. Jewelry. It is something as false. And knowing that she is
competing in a race with pawns that let him win. by logic. But in the goal there is no one waiting to applaud their arrival
to the finish. It's like running only.   (Have a full library. and not knowing how to read.  )

humitas
Humita is said to the woman, when it has a waist of small diameter.   (And when not enjoying this. This is a poorly
secured humita!  ) Humita in Chile is prepared in the leaves of corn, or cob, is rolled, and tied at the half, tight.   (Almost
like an 8.  )

hurgar
Intrusear. Be metiche. Toad.

ignrancia
Ignorance. Being ignorant in some matter, or matter, is not necessarily an illiterate, or delayed mental. Everything is
learned along the way, we are not born with the encyclopedia under the arm. Then, we do not release it. Isn't it? Or not?

ilegible
IN UNDERSTANDABLE. For me it is understandable In. something that I can read but not understood, for all kinds of
things, has to try to find the words that can be recognized, or the more close, clear and simple, and the above can be
clearly understood, is not search a meaning, and be with the dictionary in hand, to search for the meaning of each word
there exposed in the topic to deal with, or is this exposing, understandable and clear, not far-fetched, since if is is
looking for a meaning, is because you do not know, so you have to understand and be understood by different
languages or dialects.

ilusion
MARRY. The single word. Marry. Is full of hope, dreams and hopes. To the it casase, it is believed that. The first. Is
forever, which will be accompanied by who chose to share life. For children, and that never more walk only the rest of
the way. And that disappointment, when that fails, that it was a beautiful mirage. Disappointment can consume a life that
is case. Excited.



ilusionado
Hopeful. And with optimism of everything you aspire proves us very well, and will be immensely happy.

ilustres
Distinguished people. Elegant. Only its appearance emphasizes the respectable and honorable. Very educated / I.

imperdonable
Hitting the woman when it hits the woman, is an act of cowardice excessive downloading their anger, their frustration,
making it inferior, unable to feel.?? Who uses wrong that method, there is nothing gained, lost, because it gives only
fear, killing all feeling of affection, love and tolerance.This cowardly action, only builds, pain, fear, mistrust, and silence.

imposible
¿IRRECUPERABLE.¿irrecuperable is. When a man strikes. He insults. It disqualifies. He humiliates. Violates the rights.
Infidelity towards his wife. When a child repudiates. It offended his mother. Ho who raised him as his son. When comes
to happen, or similar. Never recovers. The love. The confidence. The credibility. You can not caress and hitting. With the
same hand. You can not kiss. Lie. Offend. Insult. And say. I love you. With the same mouth. Everything dies. And it is
not never recovers.

imposible
LATE LOVE. Feel love for who you can not lie. Because it can not, or because he does not feel it for you. That is. A late
love. To reach a life of shadows and cold, causes more pain know him, that living without the. It is a faint ray of Sun.
That came too late to your life. Not you the of the other person, who is unknown or does not want to see. That. Your
secret sense.

impotencia
Dolor.la greater impotence that can suffer. It is when is this taking care of the last minutes of a loved, who I love without
expecting anything in return.   (The mother ) and that fatal second. Comes death, laugh at you, because you can not see
it, but feels, and it takes her. Leaving you in completely to the drift of life. It is powerlessness. Rabies. And pain.Lidia
Inés.

impresentable
lousy is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Appearance, correct." being its meaning:<br>A person dressed in
disagreement on the occasion. Also neglected, desaseada, disorderly, dirty and smelly.

impuntual
Disrespectful, and unconscious. Be untimely lacks respect who is waiting for him, in addition to wasting time, and
thereby delay other activities for his lack of judgment.

inaceptable
Infidelidad.¿Una infidelity is unacceptable under any explanation or justification, because it is violating a sacred oath,
and betraying who promised to care for, protect, accompanied, in the good and the bad.?And there are problems or not,
is not justified, the absurd explanation that is given to the affected party.Arrived children, there is no time, and all
attention only to the other.

inclusibe
Included. Built-in.   (With all due respect, there is with, b ) Inclusive. It is add, add someone in the theme that is this



pose, work. Project.     (The character who gives his earlier opinion, likewise, described to perfection )

incoherente
TALK ABOUT OIL/VINEGAR RECIPIENT.In the fields, or quite away from some city rural sectors.The elderly to be
talking, and a young boy / to intervenes saying something out of place, they tell despacio.¿No talk oil/vinegar recipient
do the after apologizing, is removed respectfully embarrassed.?

incondicional
LOVE is love that is given, especially children, is unconditional, with a smile, an I love you Mommy.?? Y.no charge a
penny for washing, cooking, ironing, ensure their dream, we began to implement almost all professions and trades,
without having studied none, clean a tear, and we treat a wound unless they feel the touch of our hands, we have the
thermometer in our mouths, and the strength to face the day without having slept.Not neglecting them or lose them
sight, our ear is exacerbated, and ran when they are silent.

incumbre
1 I think is is up, relative to you. Allusive a. 2 - can also be Encumbré. Elevate or raise. Encumbre a very high Volantin!
Or a comet.

indescriptible
DREAM with God do dream of God, is something that is very difficult to explain, is something that stays in the
soul.??Dream of God is the miracle, who only remember what you comforts, see it that is not nailed to the cross, it is the
greatest happiness, his smile lights up life. And the only thing you can do without stopping, cry, cry of happiness, cannot
be compared with anything. The closest thing is to give birth to a son. Since this is part of our own life, a bit of
everything.

indigente
Abandoned. Forgotten. A person who lacks resources. Or the media to cover, or meet their needs more urgent and
necessary to survive.   (Unfortunately a nature, we can convert. In destitute.  )

indilgar
Do is INDILGAR a word of the peasant, which is applied to help with a conversation, and the burden to someone in a
confusing way.?? Up somewhere where it is for the other easy to continue, without losing the path.

indomable
Does one of my people, an indio.¿Eso told my people, who came to my land, that we were indomitable, indoblegables,
animal, preferring death prior to submit and be humiliated by his people.? For instance, Lautaro, Caupolicán, Galvarino

indurgente
I think it is repentance. Tolerant. Be very comprehensive.

inexhorable
Inexorable. Severe. Vengeful. Inexorably. Spiteful.   (Apparently, is no. h. )

infértil
Mule is told to women who cannot have children, is not fertile.??The Mule is a cross between a horse and a donkey, or a



donkey with a mule yegua.¿LA do not stop, only serves to carry the load and hard work.?

infértil
Eggs gueros the being scrambled eggs in the shell, to break them are yellow?.?Tell him of the man who begets not
children.

infiel
EAT-COLOR. In Chile who is unfaithful, be it flat. Eat-color. The color is a mixture which is prepared with butter pepper (
spicy ) and gets it over a rich dish of beans. And the color, gives a very appetizing aroma. And sniffing and sniffing, it
reaches the plate served.   (When they discover, going very badly to that. He's eating the color neighbor )

injundia
Chicken fat. Here it is called Injundia or substance. Grease inside of the birds.

inmediatamente
To the shot. To the touch. Yasta just so.!.

inolvidable
A goodbye hug. Forget those eyes, on a warm evening, which looking at the bottom of the same soul. The time comes
the painful farewell. Like forgetting that I Kiss slow touching the lips, wet tears. And that embrace, I would like to be
eternal, and merged with each other. But one has to leave, and the other takes our eyes. After, the last embrace. The
hug of farewell.

inreconsiliables
inreconsiliables is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Irreversible" being its meaning:<br>Estranged.
Something irreversible. When in a relationship is touched bottom, that is irreconcilable.   (One must seize her Mule and
leave, to not return.  )

intangible
intangible it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Love" being its meaning:<br>The love. Amar. It feels. It is
delivered. Also feels when we love.

inútil
A mother without her hijo.¿Una woman when it runs out of her beloved and only son, feels useless, since it makes no
sense cooking, or fight for life, their world is completed, a son drives him to follow, to stand every day.?

inútil
Opinion of a tare. Inservible.inutil. is precisely the view of someone anonymous, without values nor respect towards
women. This being forgotten who gave birth to him was a woman.   ( or perhaps no )

invaluable
Our God. It is invaluable everything can do you every day. Watch our children grow up. Work. See the colors. Walk.
With the sacrifice of a single being. God.



invencible
"A MOTHER " It is that being that it can be high, low, thick, thin.But it is capable of overcoming fear, fatigue, sleep,
exhaustion, hunger, face and scare away ghosts, seen in complete darkness when he called his son, his hands folded a
dry leaf, a pen without damaging, and raises a ton to save their children down, a wall with their ines manos.lidia.

inverosímil
Talk about brutalities. Say something that does not contribute knowledge, or enriched our language. Say something
meaningless just to make sounds. It is more healthy, remain silent.

ir a ciegas
Trust. Join. Go to a place with us who ask no questions. Because we do not distrust of that person.

irracional
MAN VENGATVO.Vengeful man. It is not be able to use another adjective, towards a man, who angered because his
wife can't stand more abuse, his blows, followed not by submitting and leaves his side.AND PUNISHED. depriving them
asta essentials, the right to food, have water and electricity in your home. This is be so despicable as the last of a sewer
rat! someone can imagine, to one older adult, only, without food and in the dark? of paradise, because there is no verbal
abuse or blows!

irreprensible
Hostile attitude. By here. If someone adopts that attitude, is putting a barrier to not be reprimanded, even if there are
reasons for this.

irrespeto
An inconsiderate. Daring. Their lack of understanding of what it means to respect, makes someone cynical and
scoundrel.

jabonera &#40;planta&#41;
SOAP ( plant ) It is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Quillay" being its meaning:<br>Called Quillay tree.  It is
currently a protected tree, since removed you the crust, and it dries by the indiscriminate use which was made, for use in
cosmetics.

jacta
Baton.   (Mediocre )Someone unpleasant, because it enjoys well-being, whatever its nature, be taunting, flaunting what
faces, other than the well knows, are away to get it, is offensive, and apparently enjoys doing feel inferior to others.
Especially, when their good economic situation, won it by a stroke of luck. But that does not better person that has no
money. That, is completed.

jaña
Jana is incorrectly written and it should be written as "LastName" being its meaning:<br>Last name. In chile is a
surname. Honorable judge. Ms Evelin Pérez Jana.

jehovã¡
Our Creator father. In the Evangelical Church refer to God as Jehovah-Dios.Pero to my mind is one. God the father -
son and holy spirit. Called him as. Our Lord. God. Jesus. Jesus Christ. Lord. Yahweh. Etc.  (The Mormons. They
worship the Prophet José Smith.  )



jeton
Protruding lips.People have a little thick lips, told Jetones, also if someone committed an indiscretion, or clumsiness.
This exclamation was heard.   (In Chile, ) Puchas you're jetón, Tontorron. You're a Pajarón!

jodete
Suck it up. You asked you for, and irresponsible, sink alone.!

jornalero
A MUJER-MAMA.This is a sociopolitical. There are many still working in farming, and rural areas, working from sunrise
to sunset, and many times his day's work, is paid with a do ration of food, or a large pan, called do cookie is done in the
House, for the workers.???? And those of the city. Many times it is paid. With a kiss. A smile. Or a do thank do??

judío
Jew is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Sensible.  " being its meaning: < /br >Very offensive epithet toward
the Jews. Given that they should treasure every penny to pay for their freedom. They spend just enough and not wasted
by buying or paying for amistar, neither company.

justificativo
Excuses. Apologies. Justificaciones.Nota in which any fact is justified. That was usually wrong. or I leave comply, what
was his obligation. By ej. Miss Teacher, my son Pedrito not attended classes because he was with fever.!   (The reality.
Stayed asleep )

justo
Wise. It is a wise someone. Learn to hear and be silent, and upon give advice, opinions, that is clear, words of easy to
understand, who are looking for knowledge, learning, and while more clear, you will learn with pleasure, not far-fetched,
words which come to confuse, and is not clear his opinion.

kardex
Saved filing cabinets. They are deposits, or drawers. In which are stored folders, by alphabetical order, whether they are
stackable folders, or pendants. These have some metal hooks at the ends, allowing them slipping by a sliding rail.

kultrãºn
KULTRUN.It is a small drum, made from an animal bladder, about covering a wood example shaped drum, which the
MACHI.   (Woman healer and wise, usually this place is the more elderly of the tribe ) This instrument is used in
ceremonies, to ask the God father for their crops, and for rain in times of drought. It is also used in a ritual for the health
of a patient, which hits it with gentleness and respect MACHI MAPUCHE sing to God, this is used only by an adult, a
young woman can not take.

la calle esta dura
the street is hard is incorrectly written and should write is as "lost." being its meaning:<br>Person that is without work,
and leaves them feet on the street looking. At least, fighting only for the livelihood daily. Passing this, cold and hunger.

la dieta del lagarto
Float little, work arto. Eat little, and fornicate arto.   ( Much )



la dura
the dura is incorrectly written and should be written as "Confirm this." being its meaning:<br>Really? When it is asked to
confirm you that it is true what is you are counting, and there is a margin of doubt.

la hora de la verdad
the hour of truth is incorrectly written and should be written as "Quien caiga fall." being its meaning:<br>When it
becomes evidence rather than not be wise. And it is not alternative, rather than tell the truth. Of the because you lied or
hidden things.

la media raja
the media raja is incorrectly written and should write is as "having much luck." being its meaning:<br>When something is
more fast, of form unforeseen, and best of what is expected. Also an expression to the see a woman, with a rear quite
lumpy. Striking.

la palabra conducir
the word drive is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Guide" being its meaning:<br>Rule. A Government
directs, guides his country.

la segunda
The mistress.

labro
Action of styling. Of plowing the ground. To prepare it for sowing or planting.

lacerante
" 34 endless tears;any adjective, or insult against who is untouchable to insult. THE MOTHER.

lacha
Enamoradiza. Woman who flirts how male is crossed.

lachito
Lach. Flirty. Amorous. Piropero. Flattering with the woman to cross him.

lacivia
Lust. Pornography. Someone who disguises the sensual erotic, indecent and corrupt.

laderas
Trails. Narrow roads along a hill, rising or falling, usually down there is a river or a stream.   (Name mountain )

lalifundios
Landowners. Landowners. Latifundio. Large expanse of Rural, or Andean terrain. Latifundia. People who possess
various estates.   (Farms, which require the existence of, tenants, workers to till the land.  )



lambiscón
Man. Or fawning women. For favors, benefits. Especially if you do not have to work.

lamedor
A person who Lengüetea. Lick = Lengüetear.

lamparea
LAMPArea is incorrectly written, and should be written as "notes" being its meaning:<br>Mira. Lorea. Emplacements.
Ve. See if someone approaches.

las mañanitas
Mañanitas. Here is known to a few capes or jackets fabrics, to cover back and shoulders to rise, or stay in bed reading
or watching any TV show.

laso
The mountain range. Rural. Pre-Cordillera. Muleteers. He is called.   "Laso ".The braided and oiled line goes where the
loop, for help. The horse. Colt. Novillo. Or cow. Nobody is going to this task, done with the REINS. OR THE ROPE.  
(Who lacea. It is mounted on a horse or Mare, and perform this manoeuvre on race )

laya
In this way. Or way. In the manner of speaking peasant used that Word always to refer to say. Let that laya's just.!   (
Thus, it gives the same.  )

lágrimas de san pedro
Tourist village. San Pedro de Atacama. Now customs step towards Argentina. In the second region towards the
mountain range. There is also the important archaeological museum founded by father Gustavo Le Paige.Con all types
of articles of great antiquity, as bodies mummified, and fossilized.

le dio la wea
gave the wea is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Losing patience." being its meaning:<br>Someone who
lost all capacity for tolerance. Not enjoying lots of patience to withstand someone as slow, and opts for taimar is, get
angry and do the same thing entrusted.

le faltan palos pal puente
you are missing sticks pal bridge is incorrectly written and should write is as "be Aweonao." being its
meaning:<br>Person's appearance, and attitudes is clear that has some degree of mental retardation. They also that
fools do not work, nor have responsibilities, whether labour, and legally.

leche cortada
Put in a very bad mood someone. Is going to cut the milk with your tantrums.! I get to cut the milk, with the surprise that
take me.!

lento
Pasmao.Pasmao is a slow, clumsy person, and talking incoherent, and awe, is e a fruit that stops their growth, which
has no taste or color, and falls from the tree without reaching maturity.Also qualify you for. Aturdio.



ley de moraga
The law of moraga. It is a term quite used. It is that it is clear, were already exhausted the patience and tolerance. It that
shit. You shit!

libertad
Loosen the reins.When the / young people demand to leave, given freedom to do so. The reins are released.But not
they must release, to pick them up on time. And parents should know when it is prudent to do so.And many times, they
should leave more tense.  (When someone enjoys full freedom, it said. That goes to rein.  )

ligera de ropas
Dressed in a provocative way. Sassy. That does not leave much of his body, to the imagination.

limpiar de pulgas o piojos a alguien2e
Despulgar dogs and cats. With a suitable insecticide. And to remove lice and nits of head, ( pediculosis.  ) just frequent
hair washing, and a fine comb. Lice of the body, toilet and changing clothes and burning the infected, as all parasite,
blood-feeding, in addition to catching diseases.

llaga
ABANDONMENT and rejection: be. Abandoned and rejected by a son. It is a pain that was not calm and lessens with
anything, nothing and no one can replace that void that the leaves, it is a pain that is worse than the death of someone
very dear, the rejection of a child, to discover that it is adopted. It may be because of the pain to discover that it was
rejected. It undertakes all the fury against the only person, quo loved him really, without conditions. It is a wound that
does not ever close.

llamanos
Communicate. When you want to have contact by phone, with someone of our interest, you are asked.  Please call us,
to know that you are okay, to know about you.

llave
Communication. It is the key of the union of the couple and of the family

llegar al término de la vida&#41;
It is to fulfill the stages.  The human being is born.  Grows.  It multiplies.  And dies. In both inter.  He teaches and cares
for the children.  It works.  And aging, tired. Interesting, and valuable, is to leave beautiful memories, good values in life. 
So do not forget us.

llegar al término de la vida&#41;
Die nomas.  When to beat the heart-stop breathing - stop the Chalas-stop leg - splitting to the quiet courtyard.  Pass the
State of being alive.  To Difunto-cadaver-Fiambre-Fallecido-late.     (I believe that something as well.)    )

llegar al término de la vida&#41;
Die nomas.  When to beat the heart-stop breathing - stop the Chalas-stop leg - splitting to the quiet courtyard.  Pass the
State of being alive.  To Difunto-cadaver-Fiambre-Fallecido-late.     (I believe that something as well.)    )

llegar al término de la vida&#41;



Die nomas.  When to beat the heart-stop breathing - stop the Chalas-stop leg - splitting to the quiet courtyard.  Pass the
State of being alive.  To Difunto-cadaver-Fiambre-Fallecido-late.     (I believe that something as well.)    )

llegar al término de la vida&#41;
(It engendered was born-grew-study-was-wholesale - case - spawn children-aged-sick - agravo - fell into coma - and he
died) that remain alive-cry-and are distributed goods! More clearly?

llorea
Action of crying. EJ. Poor thing, she cries every time you remember it!

llover sobre mojado
One misfortune after another. Unpleasant facts for someone who not just recover from one, when another drop over
another. The poor Carlos, rains on wet!   (Not enough to dry, or standing up.   )

loqueo
Do not stand still. I am a child, why loqueo, (!Gueveo, annoying ) all day!

los justificativos
Cheap excuses. Lack of responsibility. Apologize for failing to meet a commitment, whatever, is irrelevant, is well wins
you encasillen it as being irresponsible.

lucero
A newborn. It is very normal when a first son was born. His parents tell him. This is the lucerito in my life!

lustrar
Polish is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Polish" being its meaning:<br>Rubbing, polishing shoes. The
footwear.   (With paste or grease.  )  or furniture Polish to them.

maca
Maca is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Macarena." being its meaning:<br>Diminutive of the name,
Macarena.

macha
Macha. In Chile they refer as Macha. A very stubborn woman. Stubborn as a mule. Reasons does not understand. He
does not speak, and remains angry.

machucar
Give a good beating someone!   (By bocón, let it pinched whole )

madre de dios
Madre de Dios is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Exclamation" being its meaning:<br>Exclamation point.
Mother of God how could you do such nonsense! Same as. St Mary Immaculate, to protect my children and my mother.!



madrugar
The singing of the Diuca. In Chile the Diuca is a bird which starts to give her singing, when this newly clarified the day.  
(Rather, even shadows

magali
Feminine name.

magdalena
Feminine name. 2 Thus, called a woman when he cries. These already crying as Magdalena.!

mal educado
Semi-Primitivos. Mal-Criados. Children. (E) adult individuals. That does not have the most basic manners of good
behaviour. Good manners. And no they instilled them ever, good education standards.Therefore always occur and
behave. In a way, Mal-Educada.

mala gente
bad people is incorrectly written, and should be written as "ill will" being its meaning:<br>Have ill will. When we are
asked for a favor and we refuse in a whimsical way. You are bad people, you could have it echo!

malaya
Exclamation point. When someone repents for what he did, or I keep doing, he says angrily. But because did it Crest, or
shit did not time!But the Lady Malaya. Lady of the repentant, is going too far, never look back, and more over for the
insult. It is absolutely, deaf.

maleza
weed is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Pests" being its meaning:<br>Pests. Pests in agriculture,
especially in toothbrushes. By ej. In the onion, lettuce, potatoes. Tomatoes. They are difficult to finish. The Agrostis,
forming a cushion of roots, the Chamico.   ( very toxic ) Hemlock. Bleo. Angel hair, is parasitic, it has no roots and it is
resistant to fungicides, it must be removed by hand. You must remove to mano.mano.

malones
Meetings social., in which talks, something to eat, and also is Baila.tambien says maldadosos children, rather than
mischievous. Are somewhat raids these children!

maluenda
maluenda is incorrectly written and should be written as " Regular.  " being its meaning: < /br > More or less. Regular
quality.  Flavor. Preparation.

mamá
LARGE WINGS.MOM is someone who has a lap and wings to take shelter to those who seek shelter, heat, soothe their
distress, advised, listen, kitchen, washes. And cure all kinds of wounds. It gives. Give away. It provides. It leases. It
offers. Donate. Comes love by tons, and he has left more than half, to you. Nursing giving of her own body. It gives you
part of what he eats.

mamón



Big Bachelor. It refuses to leave House of his parents, so they regaloneen it. But it is only.   (To be kept by them )

mancera
Do know the mancera do Word that is used currently, and comes from the peasant party, is used to tell a person that
you have bad manners, little shame or her unknown altogether.?? Is more, when he wanted to offend or insult of
ignorant someone, left you the place person flowed a branch with the way do of a mancera does, and that was enough
to give you noticed, which was do A Crook without manners do????

mancito
mancito is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Domesticated" being its meaning:<br>Domesticated. Mansito,
refers to an animal that does not attack if it is not caused, as is trained to do otherwise.

manea
Wives. The ways are made of leather.  Separate environment, allowing to bind them as bracelets in the hands of the
equine, so it does not escape to leave it tied, some tie one end to a fixed post, which is dangerous for the animal.

manilla
Easy woman.   (It is easy to grasp, be handled )

manipulativo
Manipulate a person. Referred to which their weaknesses. With little character, easy to handle their decisions. Of drive.
Those who act in this way with other, not lets you grow as a person. It molds it at your convenience. Whether male or
female.

mano abierta
Not to be cautious. Be careful with the economic part. Friends are on the side of whoever dispensaries, or pay the Bill.
When it is completed. They disappear.

manoton
Manotón. His hand. Slap. Cachuchazo. Slap. It's a blow given to open hand.

mansito
Trained animal. A puppy is very aggressive, with love and a responsible and patient trainer. Becomes docile, or meek.
And I can tell its owner. Come with confidence, is very mansito! A man not be trained, nor is dressage, all is can get of
the, ( Is very easy to ) It beats with love and respect. Only in the universities they train them, preparing them for their
future profession. There are not educated them.

mapurundu
MAPURUNDÚ.It is the language or dialect of the MAPUCHE people in chile, which is taught till today in schools so that
not to lose our history.That happened to be castellanizado, with the arrival of the conquistadors, leaving, Spanish.

marañera
maranera is incorrectly written and should be written as "Maranenta.  " being its meaning: < /br >Maranenta. A person
who cheats in games.



maricón
Gay here in chile, FAGGOT, called that way, to open on two sides jar, 40, above and below )?? put this on the coal to be
tipping, and turn faster.

marimacho
Tomboy is written incorrectly and it should be written as "Ahombrada" being its meaning:<br>Nickname. Nickname des
qualifier and offensive to a woman, which is able to perform and perform effectively, and without greater efforts crafts
and tasks, which is are only for men.

mariquito
Mariquito is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Effeminate." being its meaning:<br>Mariquito. Ladybug. Or
queer. It refers to a male with effeminate manners. It is also a fag, who does not comply an agreement or breaks his
word.

marisol
Marisol is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sea and Sun" being its meaning:<br>Compound name. Formed
with. Sea-and-Sun.

mata de huevas
Mata's balls.   (Widely used in Chile, ) Say you someone quite gross. Careless in making, therefore all evil is. That is
deserving of a. As lust be so Matt-balls, silly Amermelado!

matabuey
bushmaster is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Krab." being its meaning:<br>Is an insect like a cockroach
giant.  ( from 6-10 ctm ) the female is black and no flies. The male is light brown and flies at night when turns on fire.
They are quite deep underground, until the summer. You called Mata-buey, because tends to climb in what can, and as
this animal is very slow, is les rises and is les enters to them ears, these is desperate and hit his head against them
trees.

matadero
slaughterhouse is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Volteaderos" being its meaning:<br>Volteadero. In
Chile give them that name to the hotels of bad class, vulgar, low hygienic, cheap fare, passengers!

matar la gallina
Sexual intercourse. I invite you to kill the hen!.   (Is deserving of a slap, )

matas de arrayan
Bayberry bushes! Chile says to a person quite Tontona. Clumsy. Abrutado. Rather for not telling. Agueonado.

matea
Studious. And since the head, also called, Mate. The person very concerned about good performance, so much studied,
called Matea/o.¡Esta/e child so much that you matea!

matrimonio
marriage is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Yoke" being its meaning:<br>Yoke. It is something that unites,



and requires two people to go in the same direction, though often not is East of agreement. A tie which does not
guarantee happiness or eternal union as they preach it.

matute
Matute is incorrectly written and it should be written as "last name" being its meaning:<br>Last name. Jorge Matute
Johns. Young woman murdered in Chile which is never clarified.

matute
Matute is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Matuteros" being its meaning:<br>Traders who buy small
quantities, to avoid paying taxes.   (To not pass six units per product.  ) To do this they use large bags in which to cast
everything in bulk. These they call them.   "Matuteras "

mayoria de edad
Gets the right to decide as a citizen. Both legal, such as their right to cast their vote to choose their country's elections.

más vale pájaroen mano que ciento volando
That it is safer to have one. Or a little, to aspire to much, or pretend to have what others have, and without us
unreasonable work. Who much grab, not be depressed much.!

me cae gordo
Not unpleasant looking. But many times, in dealing with that person, it is very nice to share in your company, or have a
conversation. Is wrongly judged the appearance!

mear
Expel urine. Relieve the kidneys.

medio huevo
average egg is incorrectly written and it should be written as "big egg" being its meaning:<br>Big egg. When out in the
selection of a poultry egg an egg more large than normal. They exclaim. Medium egg! Also in other situations. Meda
Apple.! Medium mouth!   (Vulgar.  ) Even. Medium back.! Etc.

menesteres
The tasks from one place. In Chile we call requirement to house chores, clean it. Also some say them as well, to the
same utensils.   (I'll have do my requirement, and then continue talking ) In the fields is called necessities food, food
rations carrying workers, to consume in their working day.   (Bread. Charqui. Toasted flour. Sugar. Yerba.  )

menguados
Cowardly people. Something silly, and faint-hearted, with little personality, and bad intentioned, acting cowardly siding,
citing that she believe him weak, and quietly.

menosprecios sinónimos
Slights. Despise. Be indifferent with another person. Show disinterest. Coldness.

menstruar



Transition. Change. Menstruation.   (Normal, vaginal bleeding in 41 women; Menstruation. The menstrual period. It is a
major change in the life of the woman. That with her first menstruation. Becomes a child, Miss. Future and possible
reproductive female.

mentira
Chiva. In Chile, to discover that what someone has said there is no truth, or is a bit far-fetched. Those are pure chivas!  
(Chivas / you are difficult to catch animals, they are very elusive )

merequetengue
merequetengue is incorrectly written and should be written as "Danceable rhythm" being its meaning:<br>Rhythm of the
dance. 50-60's. It is between mambo and cumbia.

meter la cabeza debajo del ala
put your head under the wing is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Cowardice." being its
meaning:<br>Cowardice. Not having the guts to deal with what comes up. Often is our own fault, negligence. Or simply,
laziness.   (To another do it / to.  )

metro
Metro. = 100 cm.  Also called Metro, to the underground train to the city.

miao
Orin. Piss. Rust, also called Miao. e.g. this child this whole Miao!

miedo
Insecurity. Fear can be in the face of an unknown event. Afraid to be moved. Stay behind. Be ashamed. But. Only when
the fear, this faces is lost!

mierda
Very secluded place, where sent to the people who fill us with patience.

migajón
granular is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Embryo." being its meaning:<br>Embryo. It is in the fertilized
eggs of poultry and birds. It is white extending from the egg yolk, then the chicken is formed. Turkey. Ducks. And birds.

miss
Professor of the English language. In schools they are called that way. The English Miss.!

modo
SOMEWHAT TEDIOUS. A do something or how do from that??? Or it is something. Or it is in this way. If we we
sprawling on a tedious and extensive description of a thing without that in the end it is clear exposure of the issue in
question. It is extremely tedious and latero, read so much verbiage, fascicles, that we would take the Bible that takes not
so much doubt. When are looking for a short and clear explanation. Something large is tedious, distressing to read what
does not clarify the issue in question. In these places, we have a phrase that says.   ( Two tablespoons, and the Pope,
that is, to the point without much ADO ) What can be entertaining for someone transfer already written information. It
must be clear. Brief. And enjoyable. Nice for who seeks to find out.   (Not finish bored and confused, and without



clarifying their doubts )

mogigato
Very hypocritical person. Cynic. Always pretending to something that is not.   (A self-righteous a weight.  )

mogolica
Down's syndrome.   (Concerning the 41 chromosomes; It is the problem of people who suffer from it, and limited them to
a near-normal development, they learn much if specialized attention is devoted to them. And in a derogatory manner are
called. Mongolian.! And wrongly, they are typecast as mentally deficient. In them there is no aggression, they give much
love. and the least we can do for them. It is to respect them.

molesto
Annoying. Horsefly.!It tells who is repetitive and annoying. and this is an insect that is like a big fly, and emits a Sumba,
very annoying sound, and fly around the person in desperate shape, and in addition, pica.

molestoso
Jote.Jotear is told to whom anda bothering, hovering in the insistent form, ( in space the boys with girls ) which they are
told, stop jotiarme! Or do you are by jotiar?

momentico
A little while. A very short time period, short.

mona
Mona. Person who repeats or copy the mode of dress or behave otherwise, apparently has no personality or own
decisions.

mongolo
Down syndrome. A very derogatory manner to refer to a being having only traits of being born with these factions. It
should not be a source of mockery, nor much less try them morons, who don't think before you speak brutalities, and
offend people beautiful and harmless, they do not know the evil, us Yes. At least it should respect them. And thank God
that a child is not ours, the reason for ridicule and discrimination.

morelia
Morelia. Feminine name.   (Already little used )

morir en la rueda
die at the wheel is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Keep silence." being its meaning:<br>Witness an
event, Rina, theft, any situation out of the ordinary, and that can bring us not welcome consequences, and that is better
for our mental and physical health, stay silent.

moron
Moro. Or moron. Refers to a child who has not received the sacrament of baptism. That it has not been restyled. This
baby is moro, should baptize him to be an Angel!.



moron
Semi-silvestre Raspberry. In chile there is this grass coming to become a nuisance to farmers, since it multiplies quickly.
Its fruit is morado-negruzco, aromatic and sweet in a way like a tiny bunch of black, in the form of Strawberry grapes.  
(Planted in the fences, since it has many thorns.  )

mucama
ADVISER TO THE HOME. Here in chile are called. Advisor to the home. And Nana. Because they are those who advise
to replace the care of children. Their food. The cleaning. Are those that lead children to school, to the doctor. A good
consultant is priceless, all cooperate, often them, know more children than their own parents, that happen to be working.
And the. Nana. It is that knows what happened in the home throughout the day. And if home owners go to a dinner she
is that fits in an armchair to be closer to children. They deserve all respect.

mucha carne pa tan poco gato
much meat pa so little Jack is incorrectly written and it should be written as ", odd couple." being its meaning:<br>That
term used you to see a couple, and one is more attractive and young. In general one, which is the less graceful, but
Adinerado.tambien say. Much meat to a dog so skinny.

mujer
Higuera.La woman is like the fig tree, (The only female tree.  ) the only one that gives two fruits in the year, (The breva,
and fig ) and women, can also give birth more than once, within the same year.In addition, being able to perform, in any
work, enabling it to feed their children if necessary, it does so in the city, such as professional, technical, as also of TFA
in the delicate harvesting of fruits, in part agricultural and rural.

mujer de armas tomar
Risky. Brave. It is a woman who forgets herself for defending what seems right. Please as a shield before their children.
And the danger faces it.

mujer facil
Lightweight helmets.  Is it not too pray and succumb to the requirements of the male.   Very low morale, it usually ends
in, prostitution.

mula
Infertile. Sterile. Mule. It refers to a woman who cannot for some reason. Give birth to children.   (But not that, not
prevented performed as an excellent mother ) The Mule does not stop, because it is the cross between donkey and
Mare. Or between horse and donkey.  (Among those matings, born mules. And the so-called males. That it does not
pollinate )Both animals, only serve very well for work, either shooting, riding, and load.Inexplicably, they have more
resistance.

mulero
Illegal transporters. Mules! Call people who charge some kind of goods.  Clandestinely, avoiding paying taxes. Using
routes known by them. Mocking customs. Police checks. And border crossings

mundo
THE HOME. The home is our world. There he preaches by living example, form the future world of our children. Where
is love included. Respect. Honesty. The communication. Correct attitudes. The teach them to see, not only to look at.
See the wonders of nature. The made. They destroy very easy. To value and protect life. Care for her. Teach them to
share their bread. Respect for the elderly. To the helpless. That is what goes in what for me is my. World.



n p h2e
N. P. (H).  In Chile it is short.  No, ask, bullshit. !

nacer con estrella
I think that it is who has the luck of birth within a family, in which does not pass economic needs. So in the future,
everything will be easier to deal with and solve.   (Provided. be very well used.  )

nardos
Flowers. They are called Nard. Also lilies. Los Nardos are usually pink and wild.

narigona
Female Toucan. When you turn, others Crouch.

narrar
SCREAM IN SILENCE.Writing, describing, is. Scream in silence what cannot be said. And he shouts in the role. Silent
witness of the sobbing of a love heart. Hurt. Solo. Cheerful. Sad. Dreamer. Tired. Disillusioned. That results in leaves
that often has to throw away. Because sometime let take for what he really feels, and has to rewrite, disguising a reality,
in a nice story. That someone carried to dream, move to a quiet Creek, and lie down on the leaves, and the smell of the
grass to watch the sky. And dreaming awake.

negocio redondo
business round is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Give you medium to medium." being its
meaning:<br>When is all investment positive.Said Chilean. Achuntar bat cat.

negra
The black. It is a place of control near the city of Antofagasta. In the second region of Chile. There is also. INACESA.
Industry-national-of-cement. S.A.  ( Ironically the black. Because it's all white by 41 cement dust;

negro
Moonless night.

ni idea
I do not understand. Ignoring something. Ignore that it will deal with the issue. Somewhat clueless. Here it is said. I
understand no one, I'm in zero!

ni por todo el oro del mundo
or for all the gold in the world is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Impossible" to be its meaning:<br>For any
reason. Or with threats, I will do it. No shitting let it you.

ni que tuviera música
A person who remains moving. Uneasy / o. as if pitted you the body. Or you suffer from chronic tingling. It is not still, and
in passing, alters others.

niñita



Small boned.   (When it is born, it is little woman ) Between one to five years, little girl. It then goes on to girl. Pre-puber.
Preschool. Lolita. Teenager. And Miss. Afternoon will be Mrs.

niño bien
Desubicado.Desubicado in time and space, because of their age, ( occupying it as excuse ) form a haughty and
disrespectful, only taking into account their social position, and accommodated.But sometimes, happens to be a do Niño
bien does a child do well do, but well Brutus, badly educated, and delocalised.????

no faltaría mas
The icing on the cake. It was what was missing.!

no friegue
Do not inflate. Cut it! You look like a flea in the ear!

no hubo vencedores ni vencidos
There were no victors or vanquished is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Tied" being its meaning:<br>Tie.
They tied. They bequeathed equal to the goal.

no levantar cabeza
Defeated. To feel that nothing goes as expected, it discourages human and tends to do not insist for fear to continue to
fail. The phrase comes from there. He lifts his head and continuous, everything will go well!

no pintar nada en un lugar
do not paint anything in a place is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Nuisance" being its
meaning:<br>Clogging. Be others. In addition to not be of no use, nothing and no one.

no puedo prescindir de ti
I can not do without it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Possessive dependency" being its meaning:<br>I
need you in my life. You are indispensable in it. Me sentiria incomplete if you miss me. It can also be said of the
impeccable development of an efficient worker.   ( ra )

no saber por dónde va tabla
Not know where goes the Micro! It is said in Chile. If someone thinks a subject you don't know, they say. This has no
idea where is the micro, and is uploaded!

no se cuece con siete aguas2e
A very stubborn person.  Re-Dura's soft spot. No reason. Although explain you anyway. Then becomes worthy of this
phrase. This Gueon not happening, nor with seven waters!   (Bring to the boil often )

no ser nada del otro mundo
It is nothing new. Nothing to amaze.

no te creo
I doubt much of what you tell me. Blow me this darling.!



no tener pelos en la lengua
Be very frank. But many times they believe rightly, and spend francs, to offensive. They can't distinguish the small strip.
Between being frank and clear. It has educated with a little bit of tino. And they dropped them as they come out!

no ver ni tres en un burro
Refers to having vision problems. Very diminished his vision.

nochero
nochero is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Vigilantes" being its meaning:<br>Serene. People who do night
shifts. Also call them night watchman, serene, and guards

ñaño
ÑAÑO.In chile in employer fields houses, you had a person who called does ñaño does, it was which was responsible
for the care of children.??   (Now babysitter ) These ñaños do were responsible to teach them to speak, to walk,
horseback riding, crop care.??They were those who prepared the future new patterns, that killed her parents, already in
the knowledge that is needed to manage their lands.These ñaños do were highly respected for their delicate work
people.??The train a good pattern, humane and respectful with their workers.

ñipa
NIPA is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Mañoso." being its meaning:<br>In Chile it tells a child spoiled. And
a complicated person mañosa, that nothing stays as it claims, nothing like it, argues that if, and why not also.

obra de caridad
Allow you to reach the goal to someone. Even more. If this causes the joy and happiness. Being convinced that was for
their efforts.

oios
OIOS is incorrectly written and should be written as "Windows to the soul" being its meaning:<br>Windows to the soul.
The mouth may lie, but not the eyes.

ojillos
Small, mischievous eyes.  ( Shoes are, eyelets.  )

ojo por ojo
eye for an eye it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "pay them Me." being its meaning:<br>You will pay
them. Collect a damage that made us. against one and someone we love.

ojos de cordero
eyes of lamb is incorrectly written and it should be written as "In love with" being its meaning:<br>It is a term that is used
with someone in love. Woozy. Forgetful. With an absent look. Watching as lamb slaughtered at esa/ese young.!

olleta
Fiero pot. The olleta is a pot of iron with three high leg why below turns on fire, without putting a grill, also used it hung
over the fire.   (They form a tripod of sticks on fire ) This is still very used by the carriers, and peasants, are frequent in
forests, or mountains.



onoto
CHARLATAN. ONOTO does is a character in tales of the southern part of the Republic of chile.?? Very witty, fond,
opportunistic and very clever man. They say that it was. Cuentero-mentiroso - Deceiver-trickster. Always with the
Picardy from a ladino that didn't work, but if eating at the expense of those who would deceive shrewdly.

opresion
Action of anyone with power. And to cause humiliation, and/or tyranny. Violence oppressing others. Deprived of
freedom, and needlessly punish. A punishment exaggerated for lack or infringement, committed by an individual.

oquis
oquis is incorrectly written and it should be written as " OK " being its meaning: < /br >Young people use it, to say that
they are in agreement.   ( Ok )

orden sacerdotal
ONLY BY SENIORITY? Ordered priest. Novice. Cardinal. Bishop. OR POPE. It is not always the right thing to do.   (With
the exception of Juan pablo second ) they only take into account the age, not the path. No good works of an old priest of
people. Because is not always in the meetings. Not visible to the world media to be known for what the makes. The
several nuns also work anonymously, delivering their invaluable time, attending humble people, healings, injecting, and
cooperate with medicines. What no one recognized them. And they never got to have an important position in the
Church. Nor be recognized publicly.

ordenar
KNOW TO ASK FOR IT. You can give an order, send. Or impose an act or action. But it is wise to know send. The other
it feel like a suggestion, and will do so gladly, not humiliated and despised by his superior. Accompany a little humility.
You can enlarge most that only knows ordering with loud voice.

ordinaria
Carrilana.Carrilana, Jesus said is of a woman who dresses in inappropriate form, behavior and regular and vulgar
vocabulary talking about squeaky shape calling to attention to this

orejón
Pailón.

os dare un corazon nuevo
Someone who treated with respect. Sweetness. Understanding. someone who was very hurt emotionally.   ( Giving
renewed hope.  )

osadía
Risky. It does not measure the severity of recklessness, acting irresponsibly.

osados
bold is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Irresponsible." being its meaning:<br>Risky. They endanger his life
pos give them of irresponsibly, of Osados.l

p5 t1



P5 T1. To say bitch. In a not-so-vulgar way. The vowels are listed, 1 to 5. a, e, i, o, u.   ( That woman with that behavior
is noticed, that it is one. P5 41 T1;

pacho
Birds with thighs Cortitos. For hens Pachas, it isn't problem, but for the roosters if, because they have to jump to settle
on the hen, and sometimes many tries, having short legs, cannot take much impetus to say.

pachos
Pachos. It is a breed of hens and roosters. Having thighs ( canillas ) very short. For the roosters, it is difficult to settle on
the hen to fertilize, because you have to do it to jumps, to stay on it.   (For a common Gallo, these chickens are the
simplest to just lift the leg and are now above them )

pachotada
pachotada is incorrectly written and should be written as "Provocation.  " being its meaning: < /br >Provocative phrase.
Indirect malicious towards anyone who is annoyed with comments to cause doubts or conflicts against. Who faces by
cowardice or lack of personality to do so.

padre nuestro
Our Creator. Our father. Our God.  Who we remember his prayer or the, only when we are afflicted, ill, or in trouble. But
we never give thanks to open eyes to see and live a new day. Or when we are happy, we take it as normal, but in the
negative, the US should help. With that moral is you ask, the judas?

pagar el pato
Load with the dead. Also that achaquen you a son who I do not spawn.   (Is the embedded, is the Encaletaron.  )

pagar el pato
Pay beans that ate the donkey.   (By having it loose, irresponsibly.  )

paila
Paila is incorrectly written and should be written as "Guy Pan" being its meaning:<br>Small, aluminum or enameled
container. ears with two handles ( ) frying eggs, or a small tortilla.

pailas
pailas is incorrectly written and should be written as "Big ears" being its meaning:<br>Big ears, ( If they get wind from
behind, they cover the eyes ) 2 - went to the pots. Any pending was wrong.  ( Like being fried, discouraged )

pailon
To Pailon. Applies on two occasions. 1. To someone with very large ears.   (Pots for frying eggs.  ) 2. When a man, or
woman. Altos-Lentos - usually solid. Les is also cataloged for. Suckers.   (They are already big and will not be home ).
And they are slow to everything

pajarón
Distracted. Also called Boquiabiertos. Stunned. Negligent. Turkeys.



pajoso
Damaged hair. It looks opaque and spongy, tangled, has a soft, silky, flat appearance.

palabras ociosas
Talk about. To mention. By emitting sounds nonsense, that does not add anything productive. It's like listening to a
clueca hen, cloquea non-stop, or will take to brood the eggs. Or has chicks.

palabras que empiecen con z
Ditch. Hallway. Shake. Mending. Area. Zutano. Drone. There are many words that begin with Z. But these seem to be of
interest.

palangana
Wood plane parts.   ( 60 X 80,-with edges of about five high 41 cm; Which is used to separate the grain from the debris,
and straws, whether is wheat. Beans. Lentils. Barley. Flaxseed. It made a little on it, soft pulls up, and all the debris is
going forward.

paleta
Peasant attachment to wash.   (Hitting, clubbing clothes, on a stone, or a trunk )There you are given of paddled,
because it is easier to rinse.This wooden paddle is similar to a tennis court, with the handle shorter.

paliducho
A person of ill appearance. Maybe a condition to the kidneys, or anemic.   (It can also be, that it is not exposed to Sun )

palo de amazar en chile
Rosewood amazar in chile is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Uslero." being its meaning:<br>Roller. Also
called luslero, is manufactured from wood ( Cylindrical long 41 30-40 ctm; With thinner edges where hands rest to lose
weight mass, are made especially of oak and poplar, since these have no smell. In chile, Amansa-maridos.

palpa
Rub gently. He felt. Pat. It is touching the skin or the lips of the other, with utmost delicacy.

pandillas
Gangs. Herds. Usually they are criminals, that group is brave. But alone. They are cowards. Just look at what happens
in the protests. Do they go to one?

paonde
paonde is incorrectly written, and should be written as "towards which place." being its meaning:<br>For where. Where.
For that place. In that direction. paonde, is to simply not talk correctly.

paradero
whereabouts is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Terminal." being its meaning:<br>Boarding area. Intended
place, to address, and descend from the public transportation.

parapetandose



Acting is. Protecting itself. Also taking refuge. EJ. Hide to avoid being attacked, or discovered. In the regiment of infantry
soldiers say. Dig in!   (Trench digging, camouflaging them for this purpose, )

pariome
It comes from giving birth. She me pario.! She Pariome, and se olvido de mi.!

parlotear
Clucky. A hen cackles, before and after laying the egg.   (It's a repetitive, prolonged and quite annoying sound )
Someone who does not stop talking. Let clucky!

parloteo
REPETITIVE AND ANNOYING. The hear something Repetitivo, is annoying and unpleasant. For example. A sticky
preacher who always gives the same sermon, the same reading.   (Something like listening to a drunk caturra ) The
same paragraphs. A monotonous priest with the mass without improvise a sermon according to events that are
happening. The tragedies. The misery of other countries that suffer especially children and elderly, leading them to
death. And the inability of parents to see it. The epidemics. Environmental contaminants. Industrial waste into our
waters. And these are facts that we face today. Why waste time on something meaningless, and not trying to help our
brothers and sisters?

parvas
La Parva. It is a 40 lot;Usually ) formed of sheaves of wheat, the sheaf is the straw with the ear of corn and tied with the
same straw, and the run around horses and Mares, whereupon it will be crumbling la Parva, thats a threshing mares!
About la parva they are the singers, and with cries for running animals. With something similar, they thresh beans, peas,
and lentils. It is celebrated with food, wine, and folk dances.   (In chile, the cueca.  )

parvularia
Styling. Forming of habits. The most important of the fathers. Their children. And train them the main bases in the
children, then continue with enthusiasm in education, whether in kindergarten. Or first basic. That is the task of a
preschool, who educates our toddlers have.

pasar por la imaginacion
Daydreaming. Recreate past events. It is very healthy to remember pleasant, in difficult times

pastilla del día después
Abortion pill. Much taken the next day, is there a future be. The contraceptive, is that. Before's.

pata en el suelo
Land. Located. Be realistic. You will tells something to someone when this making castles in the air. Or drinking milk
before you buy the cow. Place the legs on the ground, hear!

pataleta
tantrum is incorrectly written and should be written as "Bad servant" being its meaning:<br>A poorly bred child Mañas.
Without rules. Be calm when meet you your cravings, or let him not to eat what you don't like.

patan



Undesirable. Be qualified as a Patan, is in the essence of the word is an indeseablemente be repellent, for everything
what comes out of his mouth, which by nature, not known to dominate all the despicable and reprehensible, adjectives
are few to describe a being that he knows only insult and offend. An individual, grotesque and vulgar.

patanes
False Juradores. It is a Patan. Who swear to protect you. And you hit. Who swear to be faithful to you and you betrayed,
is cheating. Who swear to accompany you, and arises almost as a visitor, whether home. Of all the false oaths, it only
meets one. Accompany you, and also cry. When die.

patanes
Louts. Barges.!   (Bad / as children.  ) Do not exist the / as children they insult, assault, and mistreat their parents? What
adjective would correspond you? Especially assaulted their mothers, because these, cannot say you, or denounce.
Because serious slander! And if do you, this crazy. Because they tell you. A son, ever, would hit his mother! But their
attacks are of any kind, nailed in your body, there are children, that if you approach to kiss you, in your mouth lead acid,
to throw it to you. You hit, playing! thus not noticed his attack. There are many mothers, victims of their children, and
silence should be kept! How can the heart, someone to whom you gave him a bit of each of your own bodies, and fed
him your body you kick!I think that this. It is a cry of many mothers and fathers.   (And it will continue to, crying silently, )

patas en el suelo
Have very clear ideas. Be landed. Realistic. Someone who is never, castles in the air

patán
A stepfather, or a bad father did is the one that uses that ugly cruel and excruciating Word, to draw attention, or insult to
his son, who is this newly forming, and dependent adult.??

patera
Patera is incorrectly written and should write it as "manipulative." being its meaning:<br>Salamera. Manipulative.
Chamullenta. Person little honest, and does not measure the way in achieving its objectives.

patin
Street prostitute. Women who wait, and look for customers on the street, do not stay in a brothel, Cabaret, recreation,
etc.

patria
A large House. Homeland. Our homeland. Where we belong. Who must respect, and honor. As our mother.

patrón de bote patrón de lancha
Foot long and thin do boats?.? Tells someone that it has very long toes, and where it is told, would remove their boats
hear do??

pánfila
Pajarona. Slow. Lerda. Goofy. Hasopada. Dazed.

peazo
½ Insult. In chile used to say for eg.   (My awesome, or Piazo ) Peazo of rough that you don't understand. Or, my shit



awesome!

pecadillos
Deshonestillos. Ignore the commandments. Even if you qualify you with diminutive, a sin is that, a sin. Do abortillo,
Asesinatillo, Violacioncilla, leave an Ancianillo, to deny a little help, reduces the severity of the echo.? I think not.

pecadores
sinners is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Sacrilegos" being its meaning:<br>Sinners. Those who are
unaware, not we respect, and not to fulfill the commandments. We deny a bread. We do not albergue.etc.

pechos voluptuoso
Temporary voluptuous breasts. You give life to give love. Breastfeeding. Clean. Sacred. Respectable.

pedante
Upstart, unpleasant person. Sobrado.

pedantisimo
Vain. A Pedantemente unpleasant person to deal, is always shown to be proud. Some educated, does not have good
manners, mistakenly think, its position gives the right to boast of your economic position, or of his surname, which loads
it, but many times, they do you honor this.

pegarse el alcachofazo
Stick the alcachofazo is incorrectly written and should be written as " stop hueviar.  " being its meaning: be not intruded.
Realizing that is becoming ridiculous. Overrun in a meeting. Be not wise in your comments. To realize that he is not
welcome.

pelao
pelao is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Concripto" as meaning:<br>Concripto. In infantry regiment called
les pelaos, to those who meet military service. Without range.

pelele
Macabeo. He is a man who is subject to the manipulations of the woman. Usually they are fears. Having no contact with
their children. By a sickly love for women. And often, by the abuse, both physical and emotional. Does not leave the
place, and much less denounced it. Out of shame, or fear. And really do not deserve the title of. Rompers. Because they
are victims, for lack of character, security. or personality.   (In Chile. A Pililo, a Pinganilla, an Atorrante. They enter the
economy.  )

pelones
Bald.   (Lacking hair )

pelucón
Pelucon is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Chascón" being its meaning:<br>Chascon. It usually says men
when walking with hair longer than usual, and messy.



pendorcho
In shops esoteric items. There are some candles in colors, black and red, with fashion it's penis and testicles, calls.
Pendorchos.

peón
Obligado.En the farms.    (Large tracts of land, ) the owners, patterns.They are called are obliged.Because as the word
said it, are obliged to work, housing and a food ration. They also must pay with a day's work a week, for the right to
travel on a road they have to traverse the lands of this are owner of these lands.In addition, nor the same game of chess
would be the same, with the absence of pawns, watched with disdain, are important workers, and they should be treated
with respect. pawns! or anything, will the King first? without pawns, nor servants! It would not exist. Kingdom.

pera de agua
water PEAR is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Fruit" to be its meaning:<br>In Chile men say to women in
very narrow waist, hips and butt protruding. Who to look at her sitting back, see it as a PEAR of water!   (This fruit, pear,
water yellow is very juicy, and very fragrant.  )

perder tiempo
Birding. Falling asleep, or staying birding.   (Looking like flying birds, with their mouths open.  )

perejil
Badly dressed. Parsley, called you someone thin and desastradamente dress.

perfidas
Unfaithful people. Treacherous. Unfair.

periodos
Stages. Season. Time. Times. Menstrual period. Drying time. Very warm season. Time of harvest.

perona
Perona is incorrectly written and should be written as "Outstanding Chin." being its meaning:<br>Adjective to a person of
protruding chin, excelled more than someone saying of Normal shape and size.

perra zorra
slut bitch is incorrectly written and should be written as "Sly and intelligent." being its meaning:<br>Clever dog. The
miscegenation between Fox and dog, or Fox and dog is likely.

pervertido
DISTORTED MIND. Only someone with the mind of somehow distorted to some degree, can thus transfer rules. The
rules. The established morality. And at odds with the moral, why did get to call it is a. Perverted, but some attributed to
this behavior. Using its alleged confusion. The vast majority of the sicópatas say. Be sick. But they are very smart to go
either left with this trick.

pesebrera
Messy bedroom. In the stall are bundles of grass, tools, cords, mounts. Stacked or hung on rods.



peses
1-Action weigh something. 2. The fish when they are alive and in the water. They are fish. Already in nets or hook.
Fish/s

petos
Tiny piece of clothing. The young people use them like blouses, to cover their breasts, strapless, (Bretel ) No sleeves,
attached to his back.

peuca
Peuco-Hembra. The shoes, is a bird of prey, hunting on flight taking its prey in its powerful claws.

picaflor
Inconstant man. Unfaithful. That I like to conquer women. Apparently you suffer from the syndrome of the so-called bird,
Hummingbird!   (That goes from flower to flower, tasting.  )

picante
Ordinary. Someone from terrible manners and speech, poorly educated, disoriented, running.

picarona
Cheerful. Naughty, is said to a person that he always looks happy and is prankster, which apparently were always
thinking in mischief.   (As it heals, incidentally )

pichanga
pichanga is incorrectly written and should be written as "Cocktail of the poor." being its meaning:<br>Cocktail. It is a
hash that leads, bits of cheese, from cow and goat. Ham. Cheese. Pickles.   ( Pepinillos.Coliflor. carrot...  )Onion and
pepper in "Escabeche.  "   (Mashes several days in good vinegar.  ) All chopped in pictures. It is what is called cocktail of
the poor. The one which is carried to the mouth with the fingers.

pichin
A little bit. A pittance. A pinch.

picoso
spicy is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Spicy " being its meaning: < /br >Picante.Aji. some people say
spicy, feel it quite spicy.

pifia
blunder is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Protest." being its meaning:<br>Protest. Claim. Show
displeasure. Be at odds with the interpretation of a singer, Actor. A football match.  A speech. The issue raised in a
meeting.   ( The Act of a referee.  ) Attendees whistle. They scream. They interrupt with sounds. Also if a piece of
clothing, adornment. This failed.

pinche
It locks to collect the hair. And it also refers to any suitor. What would call a love at first sight. Punctured with a boy very
cute/o!



pinguinos
PENGUINS. Or penguins. In chile called penguins to students, especially when they're on strike. By disorders in the
street. To which the authority.   (Police ) They throw water with a jet of water from the so-called trucks. GUANACOS.
And with that dissolve marches or protests of all sorts.

piocha
piocha is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Logo." being its meaning:<br>Logo. Used as a distinctive,
belonging to a college students. Also in offices, workers carry it on in the lapel of the Veston or jacket, women, blouse or
blazer.

pioja
Wilfrida. or Corchitas. There is a competition of Volantines, or kites. In which it is entangled to each other in height, and
attract it, touching it with the thread that this cure!   (Mixture of crushed glass and glue, the same as this prohibited use )
so, you cut the thread of the kite of the opponent. And they shout. Bring it to La Pioja, and throw it cut!

piojento
Light and recurrent insult. Especially by people who will believe! Above all, to have a better economic situation at that
time. And the mediocre stuck to people who apparently by the idiom that adopt to speak, stand that had a hot potato in
your mouth, and try to Piojentos to whom, depends on them.In addition, lice is not exactly synonymous with dirt, or
exclusive of poverty.

piojo
It heats water. Workers, on the mining side, had elongated deposits, which adapted to a system for fire and heat water
for bathing, after completing his task of working, and called him a louse, by the ordinary.

piojo resucitado
Leg slit-with patent leather moccasin. If by a stroke of luck, a person finds himself surrounded by what sense, or wanted.
It forgets its past. Apart from being a broken ( ordinary ) with silver. He becomes someone who belittles their old friends
of misery. In Chile, are called to these copies. Raja raised.!   (How to put buttocks, (Buttocks, 41 pumps; false. Just
below this plane.  )

pitiarse
Murder.  Violate. It's committing a felony, 

pituco
swanky it is incorrectly written and it should be written as"manners." being its meaning:<br>Correct person, in his
manners to eat, behave, and way of dressing. Demure, discreet. With what is seen and where they are, these people
are differentiated. By your way of being. Who has manners together who are not, branded Pitucos no will in hand,
having good economic status, race, color of skin, whether they are ordinary. What is said here. Broken got people

piturriento
Piturrientos. They say people with conjunctivitis. Problem that causes a discharge in the eyes, and this makes the
eyelids sticking. Your friends are just like cats, with eyes Piturrientos.!

píos
Peeps. Many chicks chirping. PIO. Name of priestly investiture. Religious.



plomera
Gasfiter woman.   (In Chile there are, and exercised with much responsibility ) Which plays the same as a man in the
trade of this nature, in relation to cleaning of pipes, welding, and sanitary facilities.

plomo
All the same. It is a very heavy person, fome, antipatica unpleasant fan balls, all you looking for negativity.

pobrisimo
Ragged. It lacks everything. A person may be very poor at some point in their lives, and not be unhappy by this, more
serious is to be poor from feelings of sensitivity to the pain of others, selfishness, and the poverty of the soul, has no
solution.

pobrisimo
Ragged. It lacks everything. A person may be very poor at some point in their lives, and not be unhappy by this, more
serious is to be poor from feelings of sensitivity to the pain of others, selfishness, and the poverty of the soul, has no
solution.

poco hombre
little man is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Faggot" being its meaning:<br>A man who does not respect
his word. A compromise effort in which his word. Failure to comply with it, it is a faggot.

poema
DISFRAZRAR A truth does writing or narrating a poem or a story is this disguising as such, for the reason that many
times not to say that truth, and is counted as history, is a way to liberate a feeling banned, frustrated, longed, desired,
unreachable, or impossible to someday become a reality.??There is embodied in silence which have no can shout, pain,
dreams, and nightmares of a painful reality, one frees her disguised distress, have an idealised love. And others are
entertained reading. AN ENTERTAINING STORY.

pollito
A child who is born with little time for marriage.

pompas
Premises where selling coffins. Undertaker.!

poner a alguien como camote
Leave it very bruised to death.   (The sweet potato, a tuber has that color )

poner a alguien los nervios de punta
put someone nerves tip is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Engrifar" as meaning:<br>Engrifar is. Carry out
any risky activity, which is endangered. Become a wound. Fall hitting, especially children.

poner cara
Deal with a situation. Give the face. Face with courage.



poner tierra de por medio
Tightening jowls. Put much distance between someone or something unpleasant, get away without looking back.

ponerse las pilas
put the batteries is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Loose" being its meaning:<br>Let laziness aside. Take
off the gloves. Not to be descomedido. Be smart. Despabilarse.No be engaged without cooperate.

por favor no te vayas
Stay! It cost me much, learn to live without you!

por que fue determinada de tal manera
Because there was, something more concrete! Precise. Defined. Specific. There was no alternative. And it was decided
to not to reach agreement. What. It was determined that way!.

porron
Frowned upon. Repeat a course. In Chile are called Porrón, or jugs these specimens, which repeat for the repeated
absences to class, it is your duty to do so.

porsiacaso
porsiacaso is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Probably." being its meaning:<br>It is possible. Maybe. One
of these can occur. Expect.

poto
Sunk and lower part of a bottle.

pregones
Action of trumpeting. Disclose. Publish. Reveal. Transmit any event.

prendado
In love. When a man sees a woman who is of your liking, and you would like to live, or to marry her. It is captivated,
amazed!

preocupado
Restless. A person who is concerned for any reason, not this still, anything it motivates in those moments, what worries
you, it has distressed, waiting for a birth. The outcome of any review. Be waiting for the doctor, which is operating a
loved. That makes this concerned.   (Many times, nibbling his nails )

prepa
prepa is incorrectly written and should be written as "Elementary." being its meaning:<br>Basic education. Prepa. Or
high school. It consists of the courses of basic education. Which is from first to eighth grade.

presumido
Insecure someone does hypothesized is who is alba if himself, say for example, do I am cheerful, delicate, assertive,
friendly, pleasant, intelligent do and so many other self-centered qualifiers, but the descriptions give you people that we



see from the outside, that's true, as sincere, humble, quiet, patient decir.¿Soy do does not mean that it is a beggar, silly
or ignorant.?????

pretexto
Evade responsibility. Or obligations under misleading pretexts. What is real is that is a desobligado. And sick of loose.

profanador de cuna
defilement of wedge is incorrectly written and should write is as " Pedophile.  " being its meaning: person especially to
the man, that prefer women under that the.

proibido
Apparently he meant. Forbidden.! Vedado. clandestine. Illegal.   (Proibido no H, there is no )

propiciaba
Given the chance. Or the media so that someone will achieve a goal, an objective. Whoever that someone forward, and
not to assist it, leads you the occasion to do so.

propuso
Pose. Suggest. I propose that we make a truce, a time to ponder this situation we face.!   (Company. Marriage. Couples.
 )

prosa
Speaking in haughty form to an adult.   (In Chile that terminology is still used in the inhabitants of the camps ) I do not
speak with prose!. Don't be without respect for me.!

prostitucion
Patinar.Patinadora.A the woman who exercises this profession, prostitution.They are known, and they are
called.Skaters.

proteccion
SHELTER. Shelter. To defend our children. Protect them. When beginning to walk, keep us in warning continued, with
the soul in a thread. When already are on our side and we are losing sight, and not to shelter them. Defend them. It
causes a feeling of emptiness, of impotence.That you do not have our protection. Not knowing that happens every
second in the life of our chicks, our pigeons, we have to endure their first untuned trills.

provocar
Does is drag the poncho a provocative attitude to be adopted, with indirect, looks, spitting, or spend grazing, very close
to the person, insinuations, either to discuss, or to form a fight with blows of fist and kicking.??  (Already annoyed
harassed person says, do not will you tread do )??

proxeneta
Pimp.   (In Chile, ) Stuck, loose. And exploitative of women, regardless of their job or occupation. Anyone who is allergic
to work and live with the effort of others, receives the title of. Pimp!



pugilista
Boxer. Or Boxer. In a so-called quadrilateral. Ring. On this, a so-called sport is. Boxing, two participants, faced more the
referee, this sport is only fight with fists, which drink to have this special gloves. When a beat. That falls to the canvas.   (
Or is canvas, dazed or unconscious ) This is. Knockout.   (It is not fighting, it remains outside.  ) Fight times are two to
three minutes, by one of rest, and the number of rounds, ( which is called him ) they differ according to the category by
the weight of the opponents.

puntudo
Person who does not know, or ignores limits them. It does not respect reserved spaces, intrudes in conversations
beyond their competence. He entered without being invited. It is desubicado, metiche, and intruder.

pura sangre
Without interbreeding. So much for animals like humans, if they have not paired or mixed with another race different. But
they wouldn't be mulatto. Or Espanol-araucano. By ej. Africans are the most they maintain their customs and race.

putiadero
Flipper.  A party of very low category, vulgar, ordinary , The local , Assistants , Food , Liquors , Raucous Music, there
are no rules of any kind, all with all. .   ( Puterio )

que asco
That repulsive. Nauseating. Something that causes disgust, (Nausea. Arcades.  ) It may be unpleasant to smell or sight.

que es agricultores incipientes
Amateur. Beginners. Inexperienced. Newbies. They are people who begin to explore on land what is agriculture. Which
is not easy. And if they are young, it will cost them even more learning. By ej. To recognize the wind, when it will rain,
how to protect crops from Frost. As and when planting, planting, watering, spraying, itching, apolcar, (Upload the Earth
upwards from the root of the plant )  plowing, track. Etc.

que es amurabas
You taimabas. Amurrar is. It is taimar is.   ( angry )  and refuse to carry out the duties it deserves. Be it College, or clean
and sort your space.Also refuse to eat, because you don't like it.!

que es cotona
Apron. The Cotona is to cover the uniform ( 41 clothing; males in schools, in beige. In the workshops, and business
workers use them blue.

que es desperdigados
Extract the pellets.   (Ammunition ) small balls of lead, or steel. They are the leading shots, or a shotgun. There are
different sizes.   (Size and power )

que es edificar
Lift. And form a family. And as a building, should be with very strong fundamentals. Solid. To endure in time, by the
pangs that will receive.

que es guaipe



Threads matted in large quantity. This is formed with all the excess the factories of fabrics, genres, this is formed as a
cotton, but strands, ( or lint ) which is used in workshops to clean hands, oil-coated pieces, very used because that is
very cheap, and disposable. Also was used for mattresses, the most economical line filling, now already no, for what
little toilet of its content.

que es la palabra de alacran
Scorpion. You say to a woman, when you were with another man. I stop tail, and left.!

que es lucrativo
Lucrative. It is to obtain profit or personal gain. Either by self-effort. Or through others.

que es martirizar
Insist on a painful subject. Traumatic. Insistently toward a person, making uncomfortable you. It distresses him. And you
do not want to remember. But a person of ill feelings and harmful. I insist upon it. Also physical abuse, emotional against
a child. stressing him again and again, that it was wrong, that he made a mistake.

que es nosivo
Harmful. Harmful. I think that it refers to harmful. And may be a person who influences of unhealthy and harmful, way on
others / as and does very aware of this.

que es pueril
Someone apparently insignificant.  Surface.  Maybe, very Simple.

que es purgante
Abrasive laxative, and invasive. Purgative or laxative, causes the decrease or elimination of the intestinal flora. It is this
unprotected, and leads to diarrhea, which can cause much damage to the organism in general. It is not abrasive is
flaxseed, since it contains a soothing jelly, for a smooth evacuation of the bowel.

que es regimen
Deprivation of food. Impositions. Regulations of a military regime. It is usually a country taken by force by the armed
forces of this, and dominated its people. By fear. And the fear.

que es repitente
Relapse. Repeat an action or fact. Insist on something that will take you to an end, usually negative. EJ. Repeat of
course, knowing that only being responsible and studious, wouldn't happen you something that will affect him in the
future, and delay it as a student or worker.

que es solimanes
What solimanes is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Soliman powders" being its meaning:<br>Soliman
powders. Formerly used this powder on the face to look more white, especially women more brunette. Also applied it as
a healing in babies, by the use of honeycomb, since this was gender and kept wet skin, and are therefore annoyed, is
now known as zinc oxide.

que es tantear?
Touch. Palpate.   ( Investigate like this field, the mood, to address a subject that is not very favorable.  )



que es una opocion
1. -Alternative.  The possibility of change, of decision.  Whether in religion, or any political ideology.<br>2. -Alternative. 
The possibility of change, of decision.  Whether in religion, or any political ideology.

que fome
A competition of a participant.   (It is the same as a race of gueones who wins, it is the same. Reach the goal as 1. A 41
Gueon;

que fome
Dance with the brother. Or with the husband. Fome, very fome. Because it can not play around. Or flirt.

que le dijo el burro al chancho
To me, go me to eat! The pig said to the donkey. A mi me feed, take care of me, you make you work and give you
sticks! And the donkey said. I prefer my sticks, and not your gifts!

que paso ayer 3
that happened yesterday 3 is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Previous day" being its meaning:<br>Live
the day two.

que se ignifica gope
Gope. G.O.P.E. In Chile it means. Group-De Organizaciones-Policiales - special.   ( Police.  ) And the investigations
police staff.

que se sale con la suya a como de lugar
Someone that uses all kinds of dirty tricks. To achieve its objective.

que significa asno
Donkey. Stubborn. You're like a stubborn ass!

que significa error
Mess up.   (Go wrong with my mouth open. Birding. Careless.  )

que significa escuadron
Battalion. Troop. All the squad going to quartering, until further notice!.

que significa estar en la luna
It means to be on the Moon is incorrectly written and should be written as "Wasting time" being its meaning:<br>Who is
birding. With my mouth open, looking at nothing.

que significa finiquito
Put an end to a contract. Settlement is told, because by regular, so when the employer, not happy with the performance
of a worker, and puts you end this contract, staying, unemployed, and being dismissed, affects you in your background,
as a responsible worker, and punctual.



que significa reducir a cenizas
Oblivion. Reduce to ashes is forgetting something, or someone, not happy in our lives.

que significa silente
Silent. Silent. Someone self-absorbed, reserved. Fairly moderate.

que tiene saranana
having saranana is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sarnoso." being its meaning:<br>Mangy. Scabies is a
microscopic tick, feeds on blood, and will by depositing eggs. You move very fast and is quite contagious, contact, and
through the use of contaminated clothing.

quedada
Meetup is incorrectly written and should be written as "Shy.  " being its meaning: < /br >Shy person. Slow. Shameful.
Nothing of daring, or in their way of treating and dressing. They come to refer to this as silly, disrespecting the respect
for his way of being.

quedar con los crespos hechos
Dressing, and arrange for an appointment. That it does not comply.   (And we were dressed, raging, and terribly
disillusioned.  )

quedar en evidencia
Show the Halacha.When a person has certain behavior, apparently correct, and by the effect of liquor, or
overconfidence, or other reason.Behaves as it is grotesquely, staying well clear that really is not as it appears to be, that
person.That says. He showed the Halacha. At the end he showed the Halacha. Saw you that momo is.

qué es una amante?
What a lover? It is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Prostitute" being its meaning:<br>A way more elegant
of prostitution. That kind of love has a price, is not always selfless. Usually fall for a man more old. The small detail, the
money, and they have time.

qué le hace el agua al pescao
What you makes the water to the pescao is incorrectly written and should write is as "Le slides." being its meaning:<br>It
is an event that gives the person concerned the same thing. It is not inmuta, nor are excited, it is indifferent. UN said well
Chilean says. That more it makes a duck more, to a fucking old.   ( Duck = relationship sexual )

quien a buen ¿rbol se arrima
Opportunistic. Profiteers. Birds of prey. The proverb says. Who a good tree is skillfully, good shadow le Cobija.! Means,
if someone enjoys a good backing economic, is lucky, for who it loves. It wants to much. The Regalonee. Protect. Take
care. Worry about this. To be weakened the Sombrita, disappears all of that! Who is approaching a tree with a few
leaves? NOBODY.! You don't give good shade, these only. An old cock with beautiful plumage, it is always better that
one young man, but DESPLUMADO.!

quiltro
Dog Mestizo. By the mere fact of crossing two different breeds, receive the name of Quiltro.Pero tend to be higher than
one of fine pedigree, since in the mingle different races, each with a special feature. In Chile there is. The Quiltro day!
Consisting in animal protective organization, the delivery in adoption, which have become popular.



quique
Smelly. Foul-smelling. Bad smell. The quiques are very harmful animals, birds, eat lambs, and small goat. And when
they are cornered, chased by dogs, the quiques pull them his urine in the face, which causes madness, by foul-smelling
this. And when someone does not walk very neat, and foul-smelling. East/a is stinking like a Quique!

raida
Garment, or any used part. Worn / or use.   (Frayed = 41 dwelling;

rajita deliciosa
Beta.  Open crack extraction in a miner, with very good law material.

ralear
thinning is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Thinning" being its meaning:<br>Thinning. In maize sowings.
Wonder.  (Sunflower ) Carrot.  ( in the nursery.  )When they are very thick, some are removed to give you more strength
and sun reaches them.

rana
Person with the big mouth. You enter a tennis ball!

raspada
Unattractive. When a woman because this passing is his youth, or its attractiveness. Some men say maliciously. But
there are still a few scratch cards!   (A little )

real
HONEST. Someone who meets these virtues. Humility. Simplicity. Honest and clear. Others are all the ornaments that
can be brought, the extensive verbiage becomes confused. A King with those virtues, they would never serve him nor
would be slaves, because it would not need.

recalculando
Review. Verify. Whether accounts, times or distances.

rechoncho
Grain of pepper.   ( Spicy ) It is the nickname, nickname, or epithet, towards a girl person ( bajita ) and fat, and pepper
for its appearance, if it is vulgar.

recolector de orina
A potty. It is a collector vessel. Or a bowl! This is a deposit lengthened as a bucket, and cover with holes.   (Still used in
rural areas, since the bathroom is outside ) That might be a potty, ( also called spittoon ) whether it is plastic. Enameled
metal. Or clay, (Mud sewn )

reescribir
ABSURD. Absurd and ridiculous, to the edge of ignorance. Write or rewrite already written by others, is invalid. It is on
the verge of ignorant, to think of something unknown in its field. In field. The lived experience. Disaggregate a fascicle of
the Bible. It is not creative to copy it. But talk of slavery. Of torture. The impotence of what it can not be resolved. That
hurts because in our present. Practice, or rather said, trying to comply with, and practicing the commandments, that is



valid. Share the bread with a beggar. Dress the naked. Give the Pilgrim Inn. Release the captive. Give clean water to
the thirsty. This is very gratifying. And is there. At the door of our House.

refalosa
Elusive. It slips.   (Slippery / ) difficult or impossible to grasp.

refranes de pan
Do not give hard bread, who has no teeth.  ( Not to cause pain to others, leisure )

reglas
Menstruacion.Regla, is a student accessory for measuring, regularly 50 centimeters, approximately.And they call him
rule, to the woman's menstrual period.  (I'm with the rule, she is with the rule.  )

rejia
Adulacion.regia is a lightweight, and not always adequate and real. By ej. If a friend are dressed in certain way, although
it does not look as good. Say you, Te super time, these REGIA, Super, hear that blouse!   (Gordita, and blouse with
horizontal stripes )

relacion infiel
unfaithful relationship is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Dishonest infidelity." being its
meaning:<br>Situation of adultery. And lacking in respect for your partner. Is this legal or not. . Can you be unfaithful in
several ways. Be at work. With a long friendship. But always, adultery is adultery.

reloj de arena
Hourglass is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Woman style 8." being its meaning:<br>Woman's waist in
narrow diameter. In chile they say hourglass a woman having thin waist, wide hips, and a bust on 90 cm., outstanding,
and well formed breasts in a very striking way.

rentas estancadas
Detained. Stationary. By ej. Don Jacinto stayed stagnant, it quit cancel the lease, the rent, and stayed parked.?

repartija
MITI and Miti. Or Miti, and mota.   (Usually in the distribution, or Repartija, which remains with the Miti, is less, the Mota,
more.  ) The MITI and MOTA beware!.

repensar
Think about it. Reflect very calmly.

repentinamente
Surprisingly. When someone performs an act without which none of this prepared, and suddenly, we have to react.

repetitivo
Scratch disk. A scratched disc never forward Groove, and is repeated without ceasing the same stanza.



repite
repeats is incorrectly written and it should be written as " Insistente " being its meaning: < /br > insists. Catetea.
Annoying. Someone repeated with a subject, also for drinking, or eating more than once

replico
I replied. I answer. I answer. Replicate, reply. EJ.   (Argue, discuss up to elbows )

reptil
PERSON cold 1 - A. someone bit warm is told that he is a cold person.   (You look like a snake )  2 - And reptile. When
crawls flagpole on their dignity, to achieve an increase in salary with his superior. Or aspired to a social recognition, a
better position in their work environment. 3 - You drag. To go unnoticed by those who are standing fighting for the
address correct and honourable, but take them more time the recognition of its constant effort and work. Without shame
for it. On the contrary, they enjoy more when it is really recognized their work in the normal and correct ways.   (And
which creeps forward, sometimes only left with the body scratched, and despised by his peers )

resbalada
Slip. Adventure. Small romance. A fleeting affair which often is with an unexpected pregnancy.

resorgar
Refunfunarcuando is called attention to a child, adolescent, etc.This is speaking very quietly, protesting, upset, angry, by
that you didn't like the order or instruction that was given.

responsiba
Alegadora. Answering machine. I think that refers to someone who never fails to rezongar. Reply to what you say, it has
something to say. And it will not be silenced.

revivir
TAKE A CHILD TO. When a life is this shutting down. Because children no longer need you that they tie the shoes.
Bathe them. They put the clothes.  Or they have already gone home. With the echo of. Adopt a child. He revives. It feels
to come more forces. More vitality. It is who fight. For whom to live. Because it takes to give love. The attention. The
same time. It is a stage which is achieved by forgetting to own diseases. But everything comes to an end. And the years
are very short. Because the new son also grows. And at a time you hear something that hurts asta soul. Mama, I leave
this House. And you stay now. In the company of eternal loneliness.

reza
Action of praying. Pray. I ask. Also applies to a spoiled child. Reza. So not a punishment reaches you.!

rezagado
Delayed. Be outdone in competition for any reason which prevented him, go at the same pace for the rest. I don't think
that anyone at will, isn't willing to come first, and stay Rezagado. Ashamed. And worst, feel unsuccessful.

rezago social
Places where is home to people in distress. They have no where to eat, live, even where to sleep. In Chile there are
hospices. And the Hogar de Cristo. Where provide them accommodation, breakfast and dinner. They spend the rest of
the day in the street.



ricitos
Frizz. Wavy, this is usually long, and unrolls simulating something like braids.   (Curls ) but called them, curls, or
Goldilocks.

ricos
Very attractive men. Manly. Exquisite taste in their dress.

riquisimo
Exquisite. Delicious. Rico. This dessert is delicious.!

robar el corazon
Expression of tenderness. Liking. For a baby. A suitor who brings many and good qualities, which makes to attract us so
much so that it takes over our feelings.

rocha
Mirar.rochar.aqui in chile used that labra, boys, when they prepare for an Act, especially vandal, or maldadoso.And say
to others.Rocha. Mira. You stare. Sapea. If someone comes.   (Them. Carabineros )

rollizo
A braking of. Caterpillar, when this goes very fast.

romantica
Dreamy person. Positive. Very optimistic. And always there is happy.

ronceo
Skate. I ronceo. Applies in two situations. 1 I ronceo when a vehicle skidding on gravel, Trumao, ( loose dirt and dust )
or chalky soil, which adheres to the tires, and not allowed to dominate the direction of this. 2 Unworthily flatter someone
for their favors.

rosea
Slightly wet the ground to sweep, without the lifting of powder.

ruin
Does a man or an unfaithful woman do covers all that and many denominations, because everything does so
premeditated and Calculator, without thinking about the damage that is being committed against its victim.??

sabelo
Gives you aware.!   (I will tell you, knowing it, so that you are not in ignorance )

sabiduria
EXPERIENCED KNOWLEDGE. To give an opinion. Suggest. Preach. It is not valid to have the Bible. The encyclopedia
in the hand. True wisdom drag experienced knowledge. Acquired from our respected ancestors. Transfer them to our
children good habits. Face problems with liability. Humility when we were wrong, and admit it. Not always for being an
adult is right. Listening. Give advice when we called. Speak without knowledge of the facts. It is preaching in the desert



of ATACAMA in CHILE.

sadico
1-ABUSIVO.2 - ABUSIVE. Any person who uses physical, verbal, psychological, force against someone unequal. Minor.
Unable to. Weak. It is without doubt a sadistic being, somehow wants to show their inferiority. His weakness, cover its
shortcomings. Believing that you using force, and not the reason cannot be imposed. They think that they will be more
respected. And this may not be so, it is not the method. It only inspires fear. Fear and mistrust. This is, and becomes just
en. An abusive abusive. Finished maybe, abandoned and disowned by his wrong Act.

salamero
Chamullento!. Sticky. To speak to the attention of the.   (I chamullo, it is something not sincere nor genuine )

salir el tiro por la culata
It was wool, and returned shearing! Is Guatio. They fucked him.

salton
Salton is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Espirituado." being its meaning:<br>He is someone who
committed any improper action, and fear being discovered. Be in evidence before that relied on that person, and that
turned out to be negligent. Irresponsible. Careless.

sandwich
Business day not worked. The word is used in Chile. Sandwich. When holidays include one, clever.   (But they must pay
them when it is more than one.  )

se le chorrea el helao
Fatiguing le the helao is incorrectly written and it should be written as " Effeminate.  " being its meaning: is refers to a
man, a person that has modal, and attitudes homosexual.

secciona
It separates. Sections. It is in charge of dividing sectors, and assign workers to those places.

sentidos
5 Senses. View. Ear. Sense of smell. Taste. And touch. God gift us five senses. Along with the commandments.

sentidos
Sad person. Distressed.   (They are very senses, because they not led them to walk, nor parted them )

sentimiento
THE LOVE FOR A CHILD. It's a feeling that nothing can be compared, is resignation, resigns to become women.
Female. And become a single. Breast. This is an unconditional love, which can consume of sadness, and not say never.
I will change it for another love. And to leave their nest, that protected it from everything, which undertook the flight
without looking back. Leads to resign ourselves, only to wait.

señorita



It refers to the correct behavior of a young man. In every sense. Speak correctly. When eating. Sit. And especially,
respect for adults. Her daughter is so young lady, and very educated.!

ser del año de la pera
It refers to something old. Gone out of fashion, in comparison with the current. Don Pedro has a victrola, of the year of
the PEAR!.

ser duro de mollera
Be very stiff Wicks. Like Paco!.   (Carabiner ) It is due only to his trainer.

ser el violinista
be the violinist is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Chaperone." being its meaning:<br>Be the third person,
in a meeting, meeting of lovers, clogs, besides being uncomfortable.

ser superior
Supreme being. Infinitely perfect. Call him. Dios-Cristo - Jesus-Lord - our Creador-Padre-son, or holy spirit, as it is
called, is only one. Our God, who created us, and imposed on us the commandments, and the ability to distinguish
between good and evil.

ser un cebollino
Indefinite. Onion Sprouts seed in an almacigo, then be planted in furrows. Chives not always becomes an onion, can be
a chives, which is elongated and doesn't sell or keep.

ser un muerto de hambre
Despicable Word. To refer to a person of scarce resources, or is happening at that time by a very bad economic
situation. It's something very offensive and humiliating, they should never be those words in the mouth of a being that it
respects to is same. Tomorrow may be one.

servicios
Places of care.There are many places where services are provided. Health services. Public and private. Schools, give
its education service. Internal revenue services. Services that delivers a junior in the offices. Women workers in a
House.   (Maid, or advisors of the 41 home; The nurses. Everyone, in some way, loans or give, any service.   (Services,
also concern in some places, those used to eat, IE. Fork, spoon and knife.  )  (To the baths. Toilets )

sépalo
Knowing it. Of acknowledge. Told him that it was agreed at the meeting.!

siglo
WISDOM. There are people who live a century, entirely wise, healthy, and what they have is. Wisdom and experiences,
bringing them from their ancestors. Experience to young people and respectful of its people, proud of his race, the
young people of my people highly value their grandparents, and are transferred from generation to generation, with
respect for their customs, and his teachings. Which saved as a great treasure. That it will then teach their children.

signinificado de melissa
Melissa. Feminine name.   (Melissa Gilbert ) And Melissa, is a medicinal plant, also called Melissa.



silencio
AVOID PAIN. The silent pain that you consume, you can not share. The departure of who loved that it was your light of
life. The departure of the children. Those who leave prematurely. Impotence not to be able to shout what you are feeling.
To ensure that others do not suffer or ask. Shut up your love. Shut up your pain. Isolate in the company of silence. That
is the only one that always you is waiting for you, so you refugies in the.

sin numero
S/N

sinonimo de travieso
Child Vivaracho.Un, or person who likes making jokes, Tinker, is rated for naughty.

sinsabor
sinsabor is incorrectly written and it should be written as " Acariâtre.  " being its meaning: < /br >A meal without a good
season, even without the proper seasoning and right amount of salt. A cold, indifferent kiss.

sirve de arribo
A hand. If someone need help, support, or this sad, lost, or a problem not allows you to move, or have peace of mind,
feel disoriented, not power to find the path, a way out, feeling adrift in life. That person extends her hand, which the he
clung with faith and hope, and arrived at life, your life, turning it into a grateful friend, with renewed faith and hope to
continue.

soeces
Vulgar. Refers to in a way people express themselves in a rude manner. And regular vocabulary, to hold a conversation.

soledad
loneliness is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Accomplice." being its meaning:<br>The best Companion.
Who does not ask you because you cry because you smile to hear a melody, does not interrupt you the work you
started, and if you want the therms. It is inseparable, unconditional. You don't invade, used or handled. It is when you
have time, only for if same, read, sleep without interruptions nor surprises. Walking in pajamas. Cry no questions asked.
Listen to your favorite music the times you want. It is not bad, nor harmful, if you value it. You magnify, it is gratifying to
do what before, you did not have time. By having company.

solicitos
Predisposed. Servile.

sollozos
Scars. So many can be headaches, physical, and emotional that they can cause so much crying, even more so, when
this may not outwardly, wounds are formed, impossible to heal or cure. A scar, that can never be erased.

solterón
Big one. Mamon. Who refuses to leave the side of Papi and Mami that treats you and regaloneen. Independent to
having a life outside.

solución general para cualquier mal



Force of will. Believing in oneself. And trust in God, alone, has the power of all.

solvencia moral
Auto classified of moralist. I believe that nobody is so irreproachable to do so.   ( That above you Moral ) There is a
saying that says the following. He who has roof glass, never pull stones to his neighbor.! And being very sincere, honest
and realistic. All have a sheet of glass on our roof.   ( Although chiquita )

sombra
shadow is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Fault." being its meaning:<br>Sin. Guilt. The echo of a sin.
Negligence have not prevented a pain of others. A culpable repentance, is our own shadow.

sometido
Vencido.Por any reason or motive, a person may be compelled to something against their will, by force, which is
subjected to the will of his opponent, or your employer, so. By ej. Remain in your job, or not be attacked. And many
times against its principles and pride. It bends.

sra
Led abbreviated to say. Ms.   (Lady )

sueños
Give hope, to live.

sueños
He hopes. Longings. Illusions. Dream to escape a reality so often, not very pleasant to live it

sumergido
TAKE REFUGE. There may be a painful and traumatic experience and stay. Submerged. Taking refuge in the pleasant
memories of a past calm and beautiful. And make it more bearable pain, disappointment, any negative memories. And
immerse ourselves in good and happy our children, or the illusion of adolescence.

sunco
Be very inordinate. Inattentive. Idle. Loose. Who may be contemplating that others require a pair of hands more. And
this issue is not inmuta. This is apparently Sunco, which does not help push the car!

suplidores
Replacements. Replaceable. Alternates. Here says suppliers, or shop at those who are responsible for putting, or
replenish merchandise on racks or shelves in a warehouse.   (Supervised by the storekeeper ) or supermarket. By a
Supervisor.

sustituidas
Replaced. In the company, they will be replaced, replaced some secretariats.!

tabano
horsefly is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Molestoso" being its meaning:<br>Extremely annoying person.



Sticky. Catete. Insistent. Always hovering.

tacaño
POCKETS WITH CROCODILES.  (Do not put hands into the pockets, because crocodiles sever them, and why not risk. 
) NEVER.

tacaño
HAND OF GUAGUA.  (Chiquita, and always closed )

talca
TALCA. 1 - Talca is a city located in the seventh region located in the southern part of CHILE.   (The 41 Maule region; 2
Talca. Its name means place of Thunder.   (Name mapuche ) 3 Talca. It was formerly known. Illustrious city of St.
Augustine. 4 Talca. It is a wine-growing city. Chile is a very broad partly agricultural country. Bee-keeping. Producer of
oils. Wheat. Rice. And fishmeal.

tambos
In the rural areas. To brothels call them, Tambos.!   (Are now, fifth recreation )

tañir
Dye. In Chile it is said Tànala. When someone sings, being accompanied by the sound emitted by the strings of a guitar,
another it hits near the bridge carrying the rhythm, ( where they anchored ropes, is the wider this ) with the tips of the
fingers. EJ. I the toco, and you the Taña!

tapaboca
His hand in the mouth. Something that becomes you who speaks brutalities, or lack respect. will get a Tapa-Boca.!

tapao
tapao is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Capping" being its meaning:<br>Capping. Covered. Batter. It
sleeps tapao antler ears! Tapao is also used to refer to a scarf, overflow, Picot. Shawl.

tardecito
tardecito it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Ompuntual" being its meaning:<br>In the evening. At
nightfall. Between dark and light. Also arriving late, late to an event. Failure to comply with the lease time.

te amo
Love. It is one of the commandments. Love God above all things in the world!And love, is to want to be, to live with the
chosen person. Love, dies very easily, is like a mirage, love, it is eternal. And, loves children.

te amo más que a nada en este mundo
I love you more than anything in this world it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Phrase handling." being its
meaning:<br>Quite cheap filler. Usually it is to convince the other of a non-existent feeling, only to obtain your goal. The
most used is the sexual. The inexperienced young people believe it. Only the mother and children are deserving of that
phrase.



tener bien puestos los calzone
Be right. Correct. Do not change your mind. Opinion. When a decision is made, doesn't retract, regardless of whether
same. Otherwise it loses credibility. And they qualify of faggot. Or Amariconado. And that his word is worthless.

tener buena mano
you have good hand is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Very rich Cook" being its meaning:<br>Cooking
tasty, very rich. Although the food is very humble. Also when married, after them is brimming with happiness, happy, and
cheerful.

tener cara de pocos amigos
Someone with nasty expression. OSCA. Unsociable. And aggressive attitude. Which clearly indicates that don't like
friends, neither engage in nor friendship, a conversation.   (Many times these people with that attitude, are very shy, and
cohíben with ease. And that attitude, is his weapon of Defense.  )

tener el alma en un hilo
Be very espirituado. With the rear seized scare well for what lies ahead, because that something would be in evidence.  
(Maybe a hidden and secret pregnancy )

tener poca vista para algo
Not having fingers for Piano! Have no idea of the topic.

tener una expresión lunática
Changes of attitude often antojadizas. Of spirits, in a way that surprises others.

tentacion
GET THE FORBIDDEN. You have the temptation of. Get the forbidden, what does not belong to us. For example.   (This
poetry that says it and teaches, was in my book, when girl )Linda branch, fruit is, if I throw a stone, will have to fall. Mine
is not this garden, is not mine, thing, but I this fruit, I would like to eat. My father is away, breast does not see me. There
are no other children. Who is it going to know? But no, I dare not, I do not is because it seems that always your eyes I
see. Pope wouldn't want to kiss me again, mama cry of sorrow also. My good teachers would say maybe. That boy/bad /
to do not play with the.! I don't want, don't want to, I never e do, but what would do if everyone sees me. Coming home
to me, caresses have, hugs and kisses. And also fruit.

tilos
Arboles.Los tilos are trees, which give some seeds and flowers, medicinal use.   (Cough. and 41 heavy colds;

tipejo
Generally refer that way. A man who becomes an event, meeting. Coexistence of Office. Etc. in a form of dress
inappropriate to the rest.  (Maybe not given the time to fix it!   (Because the. I was working out, on land )

tirar la casa por la ventana
It is usually when there is a great festival.   ( Where you can appreciate the abundance of all ) And spending more of
what is available for this purpose, only to impress must be very good economic situation. And cause the envy of
neighbors and friends.



tirar la talla
pull size is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Bored." being its meaning:<br>Give up. Bore is of fighting by
someone. Goats are. Give your head without reason.

tirar petardo
shoot firecracker is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Be well" being its meaning:<br>Look good. Pull paint.
Have good image. Atrer looks.   ( Chilean said.  )

tirarse de las bolas
pull the ball is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Loose" being its meaning:<br>Be a loose chain. Tired lives.
Warming up in the Sun. And cooling lying in the shade of what it finds.

tirria
Nuisance. Make problems for someone else. Becoming a stone in the shoe for this. Without explain it causes him
discomfort. In general, it is envy.

todo bien todo tranquio
All good all tranquio is incorrectly written and should be written as "No novelty." being its meaning:<br>There is no
novelty. See the whole calm. There is no cause for concern.

tomar estado
Read the consumption in meters. Whether electricity, Gas. or drinking water.

tomar las villadiego
Seizing flight. Run to lose, leaving behind your own shadow. Run becoming smoke.!

tomarse tiempo
Remove the back. Think about it more than it should, make time to justify something that must have done in certain time,
or time.   ( Otherwise, is simply loose )

ton ton
Woozy. In Chile it is said ton ton, someone slow, lerdo react, or do silly, that I do not listen, or not understood.   (To
remove the body to mandate )

tonto
It postergase if same by someone.And not get the expected outcome by what one is postergo, meaningless, or any
benefit.

torear
Cause. Until you get into a fight, or Rina.


